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Crews worked on a section of an overpass that collapsed from a large fire on
Interstate 85 in Atlanta.
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ATLANTA (AP) — Officials say commuter behavior shifted quickly after a
section of Interstate 85 in Atlanta collapsed amid a massive fire, shutting
down the busy highway for at least the next several months.

Georgia Department of Transportation Commissioner Russell McMurry said
there was a 70 percent decrease Friday morning in the number of cars on the
sections of I-85 leading up to the now-closed section. There was also a 20 to
25 percent increase in traffic on the major roads surrounding the interstate,
he said.

Keith Parker, CEO of the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority, or
MARTA, said there was a 25 percent surge in ridership and a nearly 80
percent increase in sales Friday morning.

Parker called it ‘‘an opportunity to make sure everyone knows that there are
alternatives to driving alone.’’
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MORE...Adrianne Haslet-Davis, who lost a leg in the 2013 attack. 

Memo from Brian McGrory on the Boston Globe reinventionMemo from Brian McGrory on the Boston Globe reinvention

MORE...

A dedicated group of Boston Globe staff has spent much of the past year examining
our digital and print report, talking with colleagues throughout the newsroom, the
company and the wider industry, and creating a blueprint for what the Globe should
look like in the future. Below is the latest staff memo on this reinvention process from
Globe Editor Brian McGrory. 

15 runners barred from Boston Marathon were identified by15 runners barred from Boston Marathon were identified by
race sleuthrace sleuth

MORE...
Before the marathon had even begun, several runners were disqualified.

This time around, Kathrine Switzer enjoys ‘race ofThis time around, Kathrine Switzer enjoys ‘race of
celebration’celebration’

MORE...

Fifty years after her historic run, Switzer finished Monday’s Boston
Marathon in 4:44:31.

A triumph of spirit at the Boston MarathonA triumph of spirit at the Boston Marathon

MORE...

For retired Marine Jose Sanchez, Monday’s race was another step forward
in his recovery from losing a leg in Afghanistan.

Marathon Day is Boston at its bestMarathon Day is Boston at its best

MORE...

Inspirational moments and stories are everywhere, as we connect with
new friends and reconnect with old ones. 
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‘Worst parade ever’ and other clever signs from the Marathon‘Worst parade ever’ and other clever signs from the Marathon

MORE...

Athletes may be focused on finishing the Boston Marathon route, but
they’re bound to do a double take at least once, thanks to handmade signs

posted by spectators.

Meb Keflezighi greets Martin Richard’s family at finish lineMeb Keflezighi greets Martin Richard’s family at finish line

MORE...

The Olympic runner was seen kissing the hands of Denise and Bill
Richard, the parents of the 8-year-old boy killed in the 2013 bombings.

A struggling runner gets a hand from four fellowA struggling runner gets a hand from four fellow
marathonersmarathoners

MORE...

Two servicemen and two others carried a struggling competitor across the
fabled yellow and blue finish line.

Rethinking dialysis: Giving patients choicesRethinking dialysis: Giving patients choices

MORE...

A high percentage of patients die anyway, and even those who live longer
often don’t live well. 

What happens to your body when you run a marathon?What happens to your body when you run a marathon?

MORE...

Runners undergo a number of changes, some painful and some
surprising. 

Poll finds a majority of Americans no longer see Trump as someone whoPoll finds a majority of Americans no longer see Trump as someone who
keeps promiseskeeps promises
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MORE...

A new poll finds that a majorityof Americans no longer view Trump as
keeping his promises.

Red Sox take series finale from RaysRed Sox take series finale from Rays

MORE...

Steven Wright pitched six-plus innings, and the bullpen got the job done
in the Patriots Day matinee.

Our misguided ‘wars of choice’Our misguided ‘wars of choice’

MORE...

There is one foreign policy goal that matters above all the others, and that
is to keep the United States out of a new war.

This Marine hoisting an American flag is inspiring everyoneThis Marine hoisting an American flag is inspiring everyone
at the Boston Marathonat the Boston Marathon

MORE...

Staff Sergeant Jose Luis Sanchez lost the lower part of his left leg after
stepping on an IED in Afghanistan in 2011. 

This man just really needed a cigarette after running 26.2This man just really needed a cigarette after running 26.2
milesmiles

MORE...

Most runners reach for a bottle of water or a towel when they cross the
Boston Marathon finish line. Not Staff Sergeant Kurt Fisher. 

How the religious right embraced Trump and lost its moralHow the religious right embraced Trump and lost its moral
authorityauthority

MORE...

By embracing Donald Trump, evangelical leaders have dismantled the
credibility of the once-formidable religious right.
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Alex Jones’ lawyer says his client’s personality is nothing likeAlex Jones’ lawyer says his client’s personality is nothing like
his on-air personahis on-air persona

MORE...

The “Infowars” host is a performance artist, according to a lawyer
defending the broadcaster in a child custody battle.
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